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The General Plan

1. Their Big Questions
   - What types of content is Google bad at finding?
   - Can this information be found by exploiting a social network?

2. My Big Questions
   - Would we want to share this content?
   - Do their experiments convince us of anything?
   - What could they have done to make this better?
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First... can we define this content?

- How do you find recently published content?
  - I use RSS feeds (Google Reader)
Would we want to share this content?

New content

My simple experiment: How long does it take Google to index?

*BBC News Front Page*

- 10 min - 0 0
- 22 min - 1
- 2 hrs - 1 1 1 1
- 4 hrs - 0 1 1 0 1
- 5 hrs - 1 1
- 6 hrs - 1 0
Would we want to share this content?

New content

My simple experiment: How long does it take Google to index?

ESPN.com
2 hrs - 0 0 0
11 hrs - 1
Would we want to share this content?

New content

My simple experiment: How long does it take Google to index?

*PhD Comics*

24 hrs - 1
Would we want to share this content?  
Ambiguous content

Michael Jackson
9th result for
“Michael Jackson computer science"
> 500 otherwise

Michael Jackson
Would we want to share this content?
Isolated and poorly linked content

1. Deep web
   - ... /pres0031.html
   - ... /target21.html
   - On personal homepages

2. Dark web
   - http://72. ... .163/status.asp

Why is it isolated?
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- Can this information be found by exploiting a social network?
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- Would we want to share this content?
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My two cents:

- Distinguish between within-user behavior and cross-user behavior
- Run experiments comparing their system to:
  - 5 additional random results
  - 5 additional Google results (results 11-15)
  - 5 results from Google Scholar
- Focus more specifically on the disambiguation problem
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Is is possible to spam PeerSpective?

- How would you design a system that is robust to spam?
Is it possible to spam PeerSpective?

- How would you design a system that is robust to spam?
What are characteristics of a problem that you should exploit social networks to solve?